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It is clinically intuitive that physiological deterioration proceeds critical illness. There is also a growing evidence base to support this statement [1-5]. The use of early warning systems to facilitate the early recognition of the acutely deteriorating hospital patient is based on this premise. Indeed it is often presumed that these systems have a higher diagnostic accuracy to detect the deteriorating patient than is offered by clinical judgement alone. However, this may not always be the case.

The first such scoring system was the Medical Emergency Team (MET) Criteria developed in Liverpool, Australia [6]. This was followed by the development of a large numbers of scoring systems which have become widely used in clinical practice in the UK and around the world [7]. They utilise a variety of physiological parameters with a range of cut points and weightings to develop a score designed to trigger activation of a response system. Most parameters and cut points are based on clinical intuition rather than derived using rigorous derivation and validation methodologies. The appropriateness of the choice of parameters, the cut points as well as the accuracy of these scores was rarely questioned nor prospectively tested.

Recently work has appeared that casts significant doubt on the clinical utility of these scoring systems. The MERIT study failed to demonstrate benefit of the MET system partly due to the poor sensitivity and specificity of the MET calling criteria [MERIT]. The MET score was shown to have sensitivities and specificities
of less than 50% and did not allow early detection of the deteriorating patient. The majority of patients were not detected until less than 15 minutes before they suffered the primary outcome event. This lack of efficacy for the MET calling criteria led the Outreach movement in the UK rapidly distancing itself from its founding father. Sadly, recent publications have also failed to demonstrate that the early warning systems used in the UK allow early detection of the deteriorating patient. When applied in an ideal mathematical way these scores have reasonable sensitivity and specificity [Cuthbertson]. However, when applied in clinical practice there are major concerns over their accuracy and a recent study concluded that there was “little evidence of reliability, validity and utility” [8]. They also concluded that the “sensitivity was poor, which might be due in part to the nature of the physiology monitored or to the choice of trigger threshold” [8]. Further work from the same group concluded “there was significant variation in the reproducibility of different track-and-trigger warning systems” with marked problems with both intra and inter-rater reliability [8]. Unless scoring systems have appropriate sensitivity and specificity and minimise errors associated with documentation and scoring they will fail to identify patients who need assessment and intervention and will incorrectly trigger for patient in whom no intervention is required. There is a clear need to reassess the use of early warning scoring systems in the role in which they are currently utilised and there are a variety of possible ways to progress.
Firstly, we need to accurately identify which physiological parameters and cut points which actually act as early identifiers of deterioration. The ACADEMIA study demonstrated a range of clinical antecedents (similar to the MET criteria) that were very commonly present between 15 minutes and 24 hours before cardiac arrest, ICU admission or death [4]. Of course the presence of these antecedents for more than 15 minutes does not necessarily mean they have accuracy as early warning signs. The SOCCER study identified early and late predictors of critical illness [5]. It was interesting to note that the parameter cut points of the MET score were nearly all late signs of critical illness although their presence was strongly associated with a very poor outcome. The authors suggested that this “provides a possible explanation for the failure to demonstrate efficacy of a MET in some trials because current call criteria maybe too late in the progress of the patient’s critical condition”. This work suggests that a heart rate of 120/min is an early sign where as a heart rate of 140/min is late, that a respiratory rate of 30/min is an early sign where as 40/min is late and that an oxygen saturation of less than 96% is early and less than 90% is late. A recent case controlled study used different level of physiological abnormality for commonly used parameters and tested their diagnostic accuracy against the MET criteria. They found that the sensitivity and specificity of the MET calling criteria was low and that lower levels of physiological abnormality had the greatest sensitivity and specificities in an early warning scoring system [9]. Other
work in surgical patients suggests that only heart rate (with a cut point of 90/min, Area under the receiver operator curve (AUC) 0.74), respiratory rate (cut point 20/min, AUC 0.82) and oxygen saturation (cut point 96%, AUC 0.79) are early predictors of ICU admission and that blood pressure (AUC 0.51) and temperature (AUC 0.51) are not [10]. Similar findings have been made in other studies [11, 12, 12]. Presented in this edition of the journal are results of a study from Duckit and colleagues who also studied the accuracy of individual physiological parameters in a medical admissions setting [14]. Importantly, they utilized a derivation and validation cohort methodology. They found that heart rate greater than 101/min, respiratory rate greater than 19/min, oxygen saturation below 96% and blood pressure below 100mmHg were early predictors. They go onto develop and validate the Worthing Physiological Scoring System (see below). Together, this body of work suggests that many existing scoring systems use the incorrect parameters (temperature)[10,11] or fail to use all appropriate ones (oxygen saturation)[10-14], or indeed, use parameters with the wrong cut points (oxygen saturation)[5,10-13].

Next is the requirement to derive and validate a scoring system de novo from the physiological parameters that are known markers of early deterioration. The above study in surgical patients also attempted to derive a score de novo in a cohort of surgical patients [10]. A discriminate function utilising only heart rate, respiratory rate and oxygen saturation had a very high predictive accuracy for ICU admission (AUC 0.88) which was higher than existing early warning scores.
These functions still require prospective validation in a variety of clinical situations. The Worthing group, using logistic regression methods, derived and weighted parameters into a scoring system which they tested in a validation cohort [14]. This scoring system has reasonable diagnostic accuracy and is more accurate than another commonly used scoring system. Higher scores are also associated with higher mortalities and longer hospital length of stay. The authors are to be congratulated for taking such a robust approach and their study adds to the understanding in this field. It could be concluded that scoring systems of high accuracy can be developed de novo and may, after appropriate development and validation in varied patient groups, be able to replace existing scores that have low or poor diagnostic accuracy.

Thirdly, to overcome inaccuracies and miscalculations related to manual data collection we need to consider adoption of electronic data management and scoring systems [15]. Such systems should minimize intra and inter rater reliability issues and may also allow the use of potentially more accurate discriminate functions that are less amenable to manual calculation at the bedside [10]. Although not yet widely used in clinical practice, commercial systems are now available and their cost is not preclusive. Such systems have not been demonstrated to improve outcome and further work is needed in this area [15,16].
In conclusion, to date existing scoring systems and Outreach / MET interventions have failed to demonstrate improved outcomes in the studies which attempt to eliminate bias. Recent data has suggested that one of the reasons this may be the case is that currently used scoring systems lack sensitivity and specificity to allow accurate detection of early critical illness. If existing scores use parameters and cut points that are inappropriate then perhaps their use should be discontinued and scores replaced by systems that are derived using reliable methodologies with good quality validation data and have high diagnostic accuracy. Further work is required to derive and validate such scores in the full breadth of clinical practice and to explore the role of electronic data capture and scoring systems. Until this work is completed we should not allow existing early warning scoring system to replace high quality clinical assessment and judgment by appropriately skilled and experienced personnel.
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